Global Health & Medicine (Print ISSN 2434-9186, Online ISSN 2434-9194) is an international, open-access, peer-reviewed journal, published by the National Center for Global Health and Medicine (NCGM). Since the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) outbreak, the journal rapidly published an issue of “GHM Special Topic: COVID-19”.

The issue of “GHM Special Topic: COVID-19” collected a range of articles describing COVID-19 based on frontline data from Japan, China, the United States, Italy, the United Kingdom, and other countries and areas worldwide. The journal has worked with authors to publish the series of articles in a determined effort to rapidly disseminate reliable information to promote a science-based response strategy to combat this global pandemic.

Since its inception in October 2019, Global Health & Medicine has been dedicated to publishing high-quality original research that contributes to the advancement of global health and medicine, with the goal of creating a global information network for global health, basic sciences as well as clinical sciences, hoping that they lead to novel clinical applications.

The articles of “GHM Special Topic: COVID-19” can be downloaded from the following URL:
Current issue: https://www.globalhealthmedicine.com
Whole issue: https://www.globalhealthmedicine.com/site/archives.html
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